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ARTICLE 1
Preamble
1.1 Parties to the Agreement
This is a Collective Bargaining Agreement entered into
between the Onondaga County Resource Recovery Agency (hereinafter
called the "OCRR.::"''') and Local Union 545 of the Internacional Union
or Gperacing !::ngineersA:2":G-C::LO \nereinafcer caLied cne "union" J.
1 ") P~~cse of the Ag~e~.e~t
~-'~-'-::: .::_~reement ['-,as as =-:.s purpose t::--~e crcl.'.cciO:-'l of
~armcnio~s relations between OCRR.q and the Union, the establishment
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differences, and the establishment or rates of pay, hours of work
and other conditions of employment.
ARTICLE 2
Management Rights
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Nothing in this Agreement shall limit OCRRJ~'s mar..a9'ement
functicI1s, under which it shall have certain rights among others,
including the right to discipline, suspend or discharge for just
cause; co determi~e the qualifications of employees; to observe and
evaluate the employee's job performance and to apply disciplinary
action to insure a full day's worth for a fair day's wages, and to
require employees to observe reasonable OCRRA's work rules presently
in effect and/or to be put into effect, provided they are not in
violation with the provisions of this Agreement, and provided
further that OCRRA will not use these prerogatives for the purpose
of Union discrimination.
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ARTICLE 3
Recognition
3.1 Exclusive Representation
GCRRA recognizes the Union as the sole and exclusive
representative for the purpose of collective bargaining with respect
to establishing wages, hours and other conditions of employment for
OCRRA employees in the following classifications at all locations
including but not limited to the ones listed below: dozer operators,
crane operators, truck drivers, mechanics, mechanics' helpers,
welders, heavy equipment operators, weigh masters, laborers,
maintenance me~, shredder operators, maintenance electric
trainees, welder trainees, maintenance trainees, messenger drivers,
stock clerks, plant operators, motor equipment operators, mainte-
nance mechanic crew leaders, automotive mechanic crew leaders,
maintenance machinists, packer operators, brush chipper operators,
employed at any and all locations operated by OCRRA but excluding
all clericals, guards, foremen, storekeeper, and supervisors.
Exhibit 1 attached hereto and made a part hereof sets forth the
current job classifications utilized by the parties. The parties
agree to meet, discuss and formulate job descriptions for these
classifications.
3.2 Duration of Unchanged Re~resentation Status
Pursuant to the provisions of the New York State Emolov-
- - -
ee's Fair Employment Act, as amended, OCRRA grants the Union
unchallenged represencacion sca~us i~ ~he above-described bargalning
unic for the maximum period permitted by the law.
3 . 3 Agency Shop
(a) Each employee covered by this Agreement rllhcfails
voluntarily to acquire or maintain membership in the International
Union of Operating Engineers, Local 545, AFL-CIO, shall pay to the
Union a service charge as a contribution toward the administration
of this .I\greement and the representative of such employee. The
service charge shall be in the same amcunt and payable at the same
time as the Union's regular dues. The Deputy Director of OCRRA or
his/her designee shall make such deductions and transmit the sum so
deducted to the Union at the same time as the Union's regular dues.
(b) The Union hereby acknowledges that it has established
and maintains a procedure for the refund to any employee demanding
the return of any part of any agency shop fee deduction which
represents the employee's p~orata share of expenditures by the Union
in the aid of activities or causes of a political or ideological
nature only incidentally related to the terms and conditions of
employment.
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(c) Nothing in this Article shall be deemed to requlre any
employee to become a member of the Union.
3.4 Any and all rights and benefits enjoyed by the bargaining
unit employees not embodied in the Collective Bargaining Agreement
shall continue, unless mutually agreed to the contrary. In the event
of a conflict between such rights and benefits and this Agreement,
the Aareement shall control.
ARTICLE 4
Union Membership
4.1 Check-off Dues
OCRRA will deduct, on a bi-weekly basis, from the wages of
such employees as to indicate their monthly Union membership dues
and assessments, provided OCRR~ has received from each employee, on
whose accounts such deductions are to be made, a written assignment,
under the following conditions:
(a) The Union shall deliver to OCRRA a written notice as
to the amount of membership dues and assessments regularly charged;
(b) DUE:S for a a~'v'enmonth shall be deducted :rc~l the
employee's pay, after taxes and all other lawful dedections or
',vithholdi:-'~gs;
(c) ~ll sums deducted herE:under, together "w-i~r~ a ~ist of
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for the purpose of complying with the check-off provisions of this
.2..greeme:-'l t .
4.2 OCRR~ shall make the deductions referred to in Sec~icn 4.1
of this .::'..rticleonly after it has received from an employee a
written authorization, completed and executed by the employee.
ARTICLE 5
Union Activities
5.1 Bulletin Boards
OCRRA agrees to provide space for bulletin boards at all
OCRRA locations. The bulletin board shall be limited in use to thE~
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posting thereon of official notices of meetings and similar matters
relating to official Local Union business and its relationship with
OCRRA. No matter shall be posted which is in any way political in
nature or which is detrimental or derogatory to OCRRA. Postings will
be done by the authorized employee Union Representative and such
postings shall not interfere with work or normal operations.
5.2 Access to Premises
The International or Local Representative of the Union
shall be granted access to OCRRA's work locations during working
hours. ne/she shall notify OCRRA' s Deputy Director or Transfer
Director before each visit and such visit shall not interfere with
work or normal operations. OCRRA will not impose regulations which
will exclude the Representative nor render ineffective the intent of
this provision. He/she may be accompanied by a bargaining unit
representative.
5.3 Union Activities on OCRRA Time and Premises
(a) OCRRA agrees that during working hours and on OCRRA's
premises, and without loss of time or pay, Union Stewards and
alternates shall be allowed to perform the following, provided there
is no undue interruption of work:
i. Transmit communications authorized by the Local Union
officers or the Local Union to OCRRP. or its Representatives;
ii. Consult 'Nith OCRRA, its Representatives, Local Union
Office~s C~ cc~e= Union Represen~a~i~es concerning the enforcernenc
of any provisions of this Agreemen~.
(b) Nothing in this section shall be construed as a
limitation upon lawful and legitimate other Uniori activity during
non-working hours.
5.4 Neqotiation Committee
Two employees selected by the Union to act in its behalf
during the period of negotiation of a labor contract shall suffer no
loss of time or pay for such time spent during their regular work
hours. At the discretion of OCRRA, such number of employees may be
increased.
5.5 Aid to Other Unions
OCRRA agrees there will be no aid, promotion or financing
of any labor group or organization which purports to engage in
collective bargaining on the part of OCRRA or those designated as
its Representatives or subordinate staff for the purpose of
undermining the Union during the term of this Agreement.
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ARTICLE 6
Holidays
6 .1 When a holiday, as hereinafter designated, fall s on a
regularly scheduled work day, then such employee who works to the
end of his/her regularly assigned shift on the day, except as
provided in Section 6.3 of this )\rticle, both iIT'~edi2.te1'.TbefC'~e 2.~d
after the holiday, unless previously excused by OCRRA, shall ~eceive
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~hich sha:: be his/her holiday allowance. The following holidays are
designaced fo~ chis purpose:
~ashing~on's Birthday ~emorial Day
IndeDendence Dav Christmas Day
Labor Day Columbus Day
Ge~eral Election Day Veterans Day
Thanksgiving Day New Year's Day
Lincoln's Birthday
6 .2 .~hen any of the holidays enumerated above fall s on a
Sunday, it shall be observed on the following day. If any of the
holidays e~umerated above falls on a Saturday, it shall be observed
o~ the Drecedinc dav.
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(f) Military Leave;
(g) Personal Day;
(h) Quarantine.
6.4 If any employee covered by this Agreement is req~ired to
work on a holiday as listed in Section 6.1, he/she shall be ccmpen-
sated at a premium rate of one and one-half (1 1/2) times his/her
regular hourly rate for all hours worked. This premium pay shall be
in addition to his/her holiday allowance, if otherwise eligible. All
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regularly scheduled full or part time employees shall be obligated,
upon request, to work at least six (6) of the holidays as enumerated
in Section 6.1. OCRRA shall give the employees a five (5) day
notice of any holiday which they are obligated to work. With respect
to any week containing a holiday which employees do not have to
work, they will work the Saturday of that week at time and one-half.
5.5 Whenever one of the numerated holidays shall fall during
an employee's vacation, then the employee shall receive regular
holiday ~a7 fo= such day and shall ~ct be charged for a vacation
day.
6.6 When an employee is required to work on a Saturday to make
up for a holiday and said employee is absent for required Saturday
work due to sickness, he/she shall be entitled to use accrued sick
benefits for that Saturday.
ARTICLE 7
Vacations
7.1 An employee qualified hereunder shall be entitled as
herein provided to receive a vacation allowance, or to receive an
allowance in lieu of a vacation, at the employee's option.
7 .2 Eligibility for vacations is based on the accumulated
service for each employee on the anniversary date of his/he~ employ-
ment, except that employees who have completed their probationary
Deriod are eliaible for a vacation in accordance with the schedule
- -belo~N .
7 .3 '!'he le::.gth of the employees ~.racation shall be i:1 accor-
dance with the following schedule:
1
5
10
15
17
19
21
23
25
Length Of Service Lenqth Of Vacation
6 months (oDtional) 1 week (of the 1st years
Allowance)
Year
Years
Years
Years
Years
Years
Years
Years
Years
2 Weeks
3 Weeks
4 Weeks
4 Weeks
4 Weeks,
4 Weeks,
4 Weeks,
4 Weeks,
5 Weeks
1 Day
2 Days
3 Days
4 Days
7.4 Vacation pay shall be based on a work week of forty (40)
hours at the employee's regular hourly rate of pay at the time the
vacation is taken. At the employee's request, vacation pay will be
paid in advance, with the following stipulations:
7
(a) Total vacation pay to be no less than one (1) full
week's ~vagesi to be paid for full calendar work week segments onlYi
and
(b) Written request must be submitted to OCR~~ at least
three (3) weeks in advance of first vacation day.
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Director, as appropriate. Vacation request will, so far as Dractica-
ble, be scheduled to meec oDeratina conditions and worK - recYuire-
ments, be grar..ted at the time most desired by eITLployees a"'r1din
senicr~ty order of preference from January 1st up to and including
fYlarch 31st of a calendar year. Em:r;>loveemay schedule vacation timp
from Januarv 1st thru March 31st for eligible vacation time within
the calendar vear, However. the scheduled vacation must be takpn in
the :pr0ger vacation :period.
7.6 If an employee has not had or scheduled his/her vacation
prior to his/her anniversary date, minus three months, of the year
during Ttlhich the requested vacat ion time occurs, it shall be
scheduled for him/her by OCRRA, some time prior to the end of the
vacatio~ ~eriod, unless other mutually satisfactory arrangements are
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7 . 8 ~x:=e::::~ in cases of e:':'.e:::-}e:lcy, no emploj-ee S:-"2,="=.. be
:::-equired -:::0 '.,,'O::-~ during his/her req...:.=-arscheduled vacatioll pe:::-iod.
';'.:-:'( eT'Clc','ee ',,,':-.cis reauired tCJ '..;0:::-:--:: ell his/her vac3.tier-. 5:--;.2.=-1 be
Daid f ~r 211 h au r sat t h~e rat e 0 f c i u e and 0 n e - h a 1 f (1 1 / 2) [1i s / her
~egula:::- h:::n.:rl::' rate of pay, ,tlhich ',.;illbe in addition ~o h~s/he:!:'
~acatie:l Dav :or said time worked.
7.9 Upen te~ination of emplo~.ent for any reason, an employee
shall receive whatever vacation pay is due, prorated on the basis of
the number of straight time hours worked, provided that the employee
has been in the continuous employ of OCRRA for six (6) months or
longer. Said vacation pay shall be pro-rated according to the ratio
that che straight time hours actually worked bears to 2080 hours.
7.l0 All vacation must be taken or paid in lieu of, as provided
herein, before the employee's anniversary date. No vacation benefits
may be carried over into the next years vacation year, except to the
extent of ten (10) days.
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ARTICLE 8
Leaves of Absence~ General
80 J. Employees with six (6) months or more of service may
request in writing a personal leave of absence, without pay for up
to thirty (30) days. The gr~nting of a leave of absence or any
extensions thereof for personal reason is within the sole discretion
of OCRRA and its decision granting or refusing in whole or part any
re~~est fo~ a leave shall not be subject to the grievance procedure
and that such granting shall not be arbitrarily refused. During any
leave of absence or extension thereof granted by GCRrtA to the
employee, the employee shall continue to accumulate seniority up to
a maximum of one (1) year.
802 Leaves of absence shall not be given for the purpose of
seeking or engaging in other employment.
803 Any employee who is drafted or volunteers into the Armed
Services of the United States shall be granted a leave of absence
and will be afforded reinstatement rights as provided by the
applicable laws then in force. All fringe benefits shall cease after
the 30th day of said leave.
8.4 A leave of absence, without pay, not to exceed ten (10)
workdays shall be granted for up to two (2) employee Union
. ~epresentatives for the purpose of attending the Union's Interna-
tional or State Convention.
8.5 A maternitv ieave of aDse~ce not to exceed ~~e~ve (12)
months, ~'lithoutpay, will be gran':.ed to an employee !.vhohas
completed her probationary period or for a period of time consistent
with the laws in effect at the time.
8.6 All leaves under this Agreement, whether paid or unpaid,
shall be processed in accordance with the following procedure.
(a) Any request for a leave of absence shall be submitted in
writing by the employee to the Transfer Director or Deputy Director,
as appropriate. The request shall state the reason the leave of
absence is being requested and the length of time off the employee
desires.
(b) 'AII requests shall be answered by the Transfer Director or
Deputy Director in writing within a reasonable length of time based
on urgency of the request.
ARTICLE 9
Sick Leave
90J. Employees shall accrue one (1) day of sick leave for each
': 9
month of service from the date of hire and they shall continue to
accumulate sick leave on that basis for as long as they are in the
employ of OCRRA up to a maximum of one hundred sixty-five (165) days
of accrued sick leave. Employees may sell back all unused,
accumulated sick days over a total of one hundred sixty-five (165)
days at a rate of fifty (50%) percent of value once per year at the
end of each calendar year. Sick leave shall be accrued by the
emDlovee for any month in which the emDlovee is comDensated for
fifty- percent (50%) of the working days -in the calendar month
exclusi~e of days durina which accumulated sick leave is beina used
- -
by che e:-rpl.oyee.
9.2 ~~Dlcvees shall be eligible co take paid sick
fl2..netv (90) calendar days of service Ttli th OCRRP_.
1 ea'.T e aft e r
9.3 OCR~~ may require a certificate showing incapacity and
inabilicy of the employee to perform his/her duties, issued by the
atte~ding licensed doctor and such certificate shall be filed with
the Transfer Director or Deputy Director in case of absences of more
than three (3) consecutive workdays, and for sick leave taken
immediately preceding or following vacation days or holidays. Any
such employee may also be required to submit to an examination by a
duly licensed physician selected by OCRR.lI.., and failure of such
employee co submit to such an examination, if required, shall bar
a2-2- ::-~c:.:-'...:.sr--- S~JC~ em"8l:J"y'''ee to S~::~...allo"llance cn 2,C281--':'r'...+:=' c:
sickness.
9 .4 -=-l-'~ e 2~b s e flt con t r 01 pol icy s e :-. ou tin Exh i bit" 2 ". ate a c 1:.e d
hereto ~~C 2ade a Dart hereof, shall continue in effect throuah the
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9.5 Sic:~-( l:?a"l.le credits ma'/ be 'Js:?d in units 0: da':s 0:::- half
da',:s .. ~8\'" ~: e '2f:i.0 ~ :;.,/"e e .
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9.7 ~he~ sic~ leave credits have been exhausced, abse~ces for
illness may be charged against vacatior. leave credit at the ODtion
of the employee but thereafter without pay.
9.8 Whenever possible, any request for sick leave are to be
made in Tllriting, approved by the Transfer Director or Deputy
Director, in advance of the date sick leave is to be taken. When an
adva~ce written request is not submitted, then such request will be
submi tted upon return to work, wi th acceptable information to
justify the use of the sick leave.
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909 Employees with five (5) or more years of satisfactory
service may, in the case of verified serious or protracted illness,
receive additional sick leave with full pay. Such additional sick
leave may be granted at the desecretion of the Executive Director
and shall be up to one (1) calendar month for those having five (5)
to ten (10) years service, two (2) calendar months for those having
ten (10) to fifteen (15) years of service and the maximum of three
(3) calendar months for those having fifteen (15) or more years of
service. Employees may be given consideration for extended sick
leave T,"i.th full pay only once durir_s their tenure.
9010 Employees required to remain absent because of quarantine
shall present a certificate issued by the attending physician or by
the local health officer establishing the necessity thereof. Under
these circumstances they shall be granted leave with pay and no
charge shall be made against sick leave or other leave credits.
Prior to return to duty, a medical certification shall be required.
9011 Any employee who is unable to perform his/her regular
duties because of extended illness or disability shall thereafter
keep OCRRA informed monthly stating the best estimate of the time
when he/she will be able to resume his/her regular duties. OCRRA
may, whenever necessary in its opinion, request from such an
employee a certificate from a duly licensed physician concerning
his/her condition. OCRRA may also, whenever necessary in its
opinion, arrange for a physician selected by OCRRA, to interview or
examine an employee who has applied for or been granted a leave of
abser:c:e because of illness or disability, for the pu:::-pcse c::
determining his/her condition and the possible duration of such
illness or disability.
9.12 Employees who are unable to perform the duties or their
employIT,ent because of injuries received in the service of the OCRRA
and who receive Workmen's Compensation benefits shall be eligible to
receive a supplement sum equal to the difference between their wages
and their compensation benefit; but such supplement sum shall be
paid only if the employee, or his/her designated representative,
elects in writing to have OCRRA reduce his/her accrued sick leave or
vacation leave by an amount equivalent to the supplemental sum paid
to the employee. Only employees who have completed their six (6)
month probationary period may avail themselves of the provisions of
this subsection.
9013 Any Employee found to have abused the sick leave benefit
privilege by falsification or misrepresentation shall thereupon be
subject to disciplinary action.
9014 Unused sick credits may not be used by an employee to
qualify him/her for retirement but may be used as additional service
credit upon retirement as provided by law.
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9.l5 In the event an employee is laid off during the term of
this Agre~ment, the Agency agrees to reimburse the employee for any
unused slck leave accumulated after January 1, 1996 according to
either of the following options:
1. If the employee has on or before December 1 of any
contract year, elected to accept payment under the OCRRA Work
Incentive Plan found in 15.12 of their Aareement, the emDlovee shall
be reimbursed at the time of lay off and~only at time of-layoff for
any unused sick leave accumulated durina that contract year
accordlng to the following: unused sick leave accumulated du~ing
::::8:-'.t ~a= ~ yea~ x 75% pe~ c.a~.:x base hourly wage.
2 . If the employee has on or before December 1 of any
contract year, waived payment under the OCR~q Work Incentive Plan
found in 15.12 of this Agreement, the employee shall be reimbursed
at the time of layoff and only at the time of layoff for any
unused sick leave accumulated during that contract year according to
the following: unused sick leave accumulated during contract year x
100% per day x base hourly wage.
9.16 In case of serious illness, employees may use accumulated
sick leave for the purpose of caring for immediate family members
requiring assistance or transportation. The Agency ma~/ requlre
-:e~i~~cario~ frc~ atte~d~~c physician.
ARTICLE lO
Death In The Family
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~_ G =a~il-~' ~.e:-:-,be:::- aY1c his/her- at::e:;.ca:1ce at the funeral se:::-,'ices of
-- e ~".G ~ C e e ! s : a c r... e r , :TlOt. :1e:::- I :-.;.u. s ban d I ",li f e I chi 1 d I 0 r G :. r~e ~ ,
sis~er-,- gr-ar'-d;ar-e~ts, mo':her-in-Ia',y, father-in-Ia'tl, sister--iT'l-la'tl,
trother-i~-la~, Gr-ancchiid, or a:1V c::he~ relative ~ho is a~ actual
merrber of the e~Dlovee' s household, shall be compensated, 0:;' the
Dasis c: r~is/her reguiar I-louriy rat.e of pay for eight. (.3) f'lo'.J.rs per
day, for- the lost time by him/he~ from his/her regular work sc~edule
bv reascn of such absence, frem dav 0: death up to and incluji~g the
d~y aft er- inte~ent if it is a r~egL:larwork day, or a E'~aximum of
four \.::i:) days. ::Ln che evenc of che death of any ocher :::-ei a:::.ive,
(niece, nephew, uncle, aunt, or first cousin) the employee will be
entitled to one (1) working day off with pay.
ARTICLE II
Jury Duty: Civic Duty: Compensation Hearing
ll.l If an employee, who has completed his/her probationary
period, is summoned for jury duty on any of his/her scheduled
workdays and loses time from this regular work schedule, a
supplemental allowance will be granted to the employee equal to the
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difference between the pay he/she received for service. as a juror,
summoned or serving and his/her OCRRA pay at the regular rate for
eight (8) hours.
11.2 In order to receive such allowance, the employee must
comply with the following conditions:
(a) He/she must not have volunteered for the duty;
(b) ~_s soon as possible I but not later than t-;.;o(2)
working days prior to the time he/she is scheduled to serve, he/she
shall show to the Transfer Director or Deputy Director the summons
to serve on a jury;
(c) After he/she has completed his/her jury duty, he/she
shall furnish the Transfer Director or Deputy Director with a
statement signed by the Clerk of the Court, as to the amount of pay
received for the jury service and the time served as a juror.
11.3 The payment for the time spent on jury duty under this
Article shall not be construed in any manner or under any circum-
stances to cause the payment of overtime or premium pay for the time
worked subsequent to or before the time spent on jury duty.
11.4 (a) When the employee is excused from serving on any day
or part thereof before 1:00 P.M. he/she shall be required to contact
the Tra~sfer Director or Deputy Director as soon as is practicable
a~d ~~e ~=aTIs=er Director cr Deputy Dire~tcr will make a deterITLina-
tion as to whether the employee must report to work. If the e~ploYee
- - - - -is dire~ted to report back to -;.;ork a~d NQr~S beyo~d his/h=r ~o~Lal
shift ,an~'. amount paid as overtime shall be a credit to OCRR.::_to~vard
the sUPDlemental allowance due to the employee under this subsection
- - -
..
for that day only.
(b) If a second shift employee serving on jury duty is
released by the Court after 1:00 P.M., he/she shall not be required
to work his/her scheduled shift on that day and shall receive a
supplemental allowance equal to the difference between the pay
he/she receives for service as a juror and his/her OCR~~ pay at the
regular rate for eight (8) hours.
11.5 Employees subpoenaed to appear before a Court, administra-
tive agency or other public body in any manner not related to their
work and in which they are not personally involved as a plaintiff or
defendant, shall be granted time off without the loss of pay
provided that the employee, as soon as practicable, shall show to
the Transfer Director or Deputy Director the subpoena and upon
completion of his/her duty provide the Transfer Director or Deputy
Director with verification of the time involved by an official of
the Court, agency or body.
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11.6 ::;'n employee shall receive time off with pay for any
~orker's Compensation hearing in which he/she is involved or is
subpoenaed as a witness. He/she must produce the notice of Worker's
Compensation hearing to the Transfer Director or Deputy Director as
soon as practicable and shall provide the Transfer Director or
Deputy Director with verification of time spent at the hearing from
an official at the hearing. This section shall apply only if the
emDlovee ~~s regularly scheduled rn work duriITg the ~~mc nF ~~c
he a r i n g a:1d ','10U 1 d be w 0 r kin g bu t for his / her at tend a n c eat the
~orker's ~o~~e~sa:ioIT He3ri~a.
ARTICLE 12
Personal Leave
After one (1) year of continuous employment, and yearly
thereafcer, an e:nployee shall be granted personal leach:::not to
exceed three (3) days, without loss of pay, for personal business
not provided elsewhere in this Agreement. Personal leave shall not
be accL:mulated and will be granted, with the approval of the
Transfer Director or Deputy Director, upon the written request of
the employee. The Agency will also provide an employee with two (2)
IIlack of ','lark"personal lea'v'~days, 'dhich the employee may use in
cr;.e-r~alf (1/2) r.cur incremeEcs ~ ~ the employee is sent hOr:'le on a
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ARTICL2 13
Time Off For Volunteer Fireman D~
0~~~=-. aG~ees co permic aE e~lp:i..oyee who has el~QaQeQ ~ n Ilre
figh::.ing ~ut.: as a volunte.::::r:- fire~aT;.J within six (6) hours n~ less
0rio~ ~o ::.h.:::: star:-::. of his/her reQular shift to take up to four (4)
hours of 8ersona1 or sick leave ~n such regular shift immediately
follo~ing-the volunteer fireman duty. It is understood that the
eI11plcyee 'di11 work at leas t four (~) hours on the day f011 owing
c.uty. Prior to the payment or any co~pensation hereunder, it will be
r.ecessary for the employee to submit an attendance slip setting
forth t~e time and place of duty from his/her fire chief.
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ARTICLE 14
Hours, Rest Periods, Clean-Up Time
Reporting Time, Lunch Period, Meal Allowance
14.1 Regular Hours
The regular hours of work each day shall be consecutive,
except for interruptions for lunch periods.
14.2 Work Week
The normal work week shall consist of five (5) consecutive
eight (8) hour days, Monday through Friday inclusive except for
those employees who, based on operational requirements, shall have
as their five (5) consecutive eight (8) hour days, Tuesday through
Saturday inclusive. Except as herein provided, nothing herein shall
be considered as a guarantee of any number of hours per day or days
per week. OCRRA will use every reasonable effort to limit the number
of employees having to work on Saturday.
14.3 Work Shifts
Eight (8) consecutive hours of work, interrupted only by
an additional one-half (1/2) hour lunch period, shall constitute a
work shift. Employees s~all be scheduled to work on a regular work
shift and shall have a regular starting and quitting time. Employees
scheduled to work Tuesday through Saturday shall be rotated on a
monthly basis, where possible, with Monday through Friday.employees
in the same job classification.
14.4 Work Schedule
(a) The normal work day shall be such as to address
OCRRA's responsibilities utilizing the generally accepted three-
shift concept.
(b) OCRRA agrees to give an employee five (5) days notice
of a proposed change in his/her work week when the purpose of the
change is to replace another employee who is going on vacation or
into the hospital provided the employee being replaced has given
OCRRA five (5) days advance notice; if not, OCRRA will give whatever
notice it has been provided. In all. other situations, whenever
possible, employees shall be notified on. Friday of any variation
from their standard work week for the following. week.
(c) If an employee is assigned to a new location on a
temporary basis, five (5) days or less, OCRRA will provide the
employee with transportation to the new location when available. If
the change is to be longer than five (5) days, OCRRA will give the
employee a five (5) day notice and transportation is his/her
responsibility.
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14.5 Rest Period
OCRRA agrees to give all employees two (2) fifteen (15)
minute rest periods a day, one each half shift. The rest period time
shall be part of the work day. The time of these periods shall be
designated by OCRRA and shall be scheduled as close to the middle of
each one-half (1/2) shift as is practicable. An employee ~ill be
e~~i~le~ ~~ a~ a~di~ieual :i:~ee~ (:5) ~lnu~e res~ peri~d :cr eac~
four ,4) ncurs of overcime that an employee works.
14.5 Clea~ U~ Time
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clean-uD pe:.-iedprior to each lunch period and a fifteen (15) minute
persona: clean-~p period prior to the end of each work shif~. Where
employees are :.-equired to work beyond their regular quitti~g time,
this personal clean-up time shall be taken before thei:.-leaving
",'y"ork.
14.7 Reporting Time
Where an employee is late reporting for work because of
weathe:.- conditions or any ether unforeseeable circu~stances
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shall be caid a~d each paid lunch De=-iod shall be added to the time
'.-lorked d~rir;.g the day _ .;}.ll paid lur;.ches shall be paid ac th::~
appropriate premium rate of pay. This also holds true if an e:Tlploye::~
is called into 'tlork two (2) hours or more before his/her regular
starting time.
14.9 Meal Allowance
Employees entitled to a meal allowance shall be reimbursed
at a rate of $2.75 per meal and the employee shall provide OCR~~
with a receipt for the expenditure of the meal allowance.
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ARTICLE 15
Wages
15.1 Wage Schedule
All employees covered by this Agreement shall be compen-
sated in accordance with Appendix "A" attached to this Agreement and
made a part hereof.
15.2 Lonaevity Service Pay
OCR~~ shall pay all regularly scheduled full time
employees who have completed 10, 15, 20 and 25 years, and for each
five (5) year interval thereafter of full time service to OCRRA, a
premium of $125.00 dollars at the conclusion of such service years
of service. Any employee covered by this Agreement hired on or after
February 15, 1973, shall not be eligible for such longevity premium.
15.3 Report-In Pay
Unless notice not to report has been completed as
hereinafter provided, an employee reporting at the scheduled time
shall receive a guaranteed minimum of four (4) hours work at his/her
regular rate. During such period, he/she shall perform such
available work as may be assigned to him/her. Notice not to report
on a given shif~ shall be complete (a) if posted on OCRR;rs bulletin
board at least one-half (1/2) hour before the end of the employee's
regularly scheduled preceding shift, or (b) if given verbally or in
..r ;+-.; ,...
'"r~. (1("'0'0:\ :::IT"" 1o:::lc:::t- '=f""nvo 111\ 'I-,, nvoc:: hO-F, voO +-'1-,0. O ,,...~.QQ'c::
:= --~ -- ',-=.' ~- :; ,i'--
-
regular~y sc~e~~led Shlrc.
15.4 Call-Back Pay
If, upon reporting for work and being assigned work, OCRRA
excuses the employee before the employee has completed his/her
regular work shift, for the purpose of recalling such employee to
work during his/her regular work shift or on another work shift
which begins at the end of such employee's regular work shift, or
anytime thereafter in the same work day, then such employee shall be
paid ti~e a~d c~e-half (1 1/2) his/her regular rate ef pay fer all
hours worked on such shift reassignment.'
15.5 Stand-By Time
(a) An employee who is required to be available for call
and thereby placed on stand-by upon OCRRA' s direction shall be
compensated for two (2) hours pay at his/her regular rate of pay for
every twenty-four (24) hour period occurring on the days Monday
through Friday and shall be paid at the rate of four (4) hours for
Saturdays, Sundays and holidays. Such pay shall be at the employee's
regular hourly rate of pay. If worked, stand-by time plus actual
. 17
time work shall be paid.
(b) The definition of stand-by is where an employee is
required to notify OCRRA as to his/her whereabouts, to he available
for call on immediate notice by OCRRA. An employee who is on stand-
by who is not available when called shall not be paid his/her stand-
by allowa~ce and may be subject to disciplinary action.
15.6 Emergency Call Time
~~ e~ployee called for esergency duty shall receive not
I ;::::.~~ h;::~ '::~,,-y- ,1 \ l-'_21-.lrS Pa~'. Tl-'~e e~.p::"2~.:::;e sha.ll recei'/e pre~~i'-.:.~ pa.~'
r--~ Gi~e Ci=-_~ c~;..e-l-.al= (1 :/I=~ times ~.;.=-s/"I1er regular hourJ."\' ~ace ()f
pay.
15.7 Shift Differential
An employee regularly emplo~:ed on a second or third s~lift
shall receive, as an additional corr,pensation,thirty-five ($.3:3)
ceTlts per hour for each hour worked on said shift. Said shift
differential shall not be considered as part of the employee's
regular rate of pay for purposes of ccmputing holiday pay, ',,-acation
pay, over~ime or any other premium pay.
15.8 Payroll Errors and W-2 Forms
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15.9 New Jobs
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current bargaining unit employees to fill newly created or changed
job classificacions whenever possible. OCRRA agrees that it shall
not arbitrarily or unreasonably estab:ished wages, hours and ~orking
conditions (including duties, responsibilities qualifications, and
grade levels) for new or changed job 21assifications. The procedure
for implementing new and/or chang.~d job classifications is as
follows:
( i ) OCRRA shall notify the Union in writing of the new and/or
changed job classification at least 30 days before
18
implementation.
(ii) OCRRA shall meet and negotiate with the Union concerning
the wages, hours and working conditions (including duties,
responsibilities, qualifications and grade levels) for the
new and/or changed job classifications at reasonable times
and locations.
(iii) OCRRA shall provide the Union with appropriate written
data and information, if any, relating to the new and/or
changed job classifications. .
(iv) Absent an Agreement and resolution as to the wages, hours
and working conditions for the new and/or changed job
classifications, OCRRA may implement same and the Union
may grieve the wages, hours, and/or working conditions
(including duties, responsibilities qualifications and
grade level) of the new and/or changed job classifica-
tions. Absent resolution of this grievance it is subject
to final and binding arbitration pursuant to Article I.
15.10 Pay Period
The wages of all employees covered by this Agreement shall
be paid bi-weekly on Thursday. In the event this day is a holiday,
the preceding day shall be the pay day.
15.11 If a new employee is hired at a higher rate than other
e~ployees i~ the sa~e classificati~~ ~~ith the sa~e ~~a~ifica~i~~s,
all employees in the classification shall be elevated to the same
rate of pay.
15.12 Work Incentive
Employees shall receive incentive pay for sick leave which
is accrued and not used during each calendar year according to the
following schedule:
For 8 days not used - 16 hours pay
For 6 days not used - 8 hours pay
The maximum incentive pay an employee may receive under this section
is 16 hours in any calendar year. New employees must be hired
before April 1st of a given year in order to earn work incentive pay
for such calendar year.
15.13 Open Top Trailer Differential
OCRRA employees shall receive an additional fifteen ($.15)
cents per hour when hauling open top trailers. The above differen-
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tial shall not be considered as part of the employee's regula~ ~ate
of pay for purposes of computing holiday, vacation pay, overtime or
any other premium pay.
15.14 Deck Laborer One Time Differential
The six (6) Deck Laborers at the Ley Creek Facilitv will
~e::e~-~-2 _ '""'~o ~:.::'.e pa~~ i::..::~eas2 (J: $. 4Q pe~ ~8~~:!:" ..~,~~=-=~ :':-'-=::--==:::5~
shall occu~ in the first year of this Agreement and continue for the
bala~ce 0: this Aareement.
ARTICLE 16
Overtime
16.1 A. Overtime Rates
A. All employees covered by this Agreement shall be paid
a premium ~ate of one and one-half (1 1/2) times their regular rate
of pay for all Ttlorkperformed:
1) in excess of eight (8) hours in any work daYi
2) in excess of forty (40) hours in any one week;
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D. 'tJhen two (2) or more types of premium pay such a~;
overtime pay, pay for Saturdays, Sundays, Mondays or holidays etc.,
are applicable to the same hours of work, only one, the higher, will
be paid. In no case will there be duplication or pyramiding of
premium pay for the same work hours.
16.2 Overtime Distribution
A. OCRRA will make every reasonable effort, consistent
with operation requirements, to distribute overtime equally among
the e~ployees qualified to do the work required without training
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within classifications during the calendar year based on seniority.
B. Overtime offered in an employee's classification shall
be considered as overtime worked for overtime equalization purposes.
C. A record of overtime hours, for equalization purposes,
worked by each employee shall be made available to the Union Steward
e7ery three (3) rno~t~s.
D. If an employee accepts an overtime request, but does
not work such overtime as scheduled, except for reasons beyond
his/her control, he/she will be considered to have worked two (2)
times the hours he/she would have been paid had he/she worked such
scheduled overtime for equalization purposes, except further, that
an employee who reports for such overtime assignment one-half (1/2)
hour or less after the scheduled starting time of such overtime
assignment shall be charged on the same basis as if he/she worked
such one-half (1/2) hour or less.
E. Those employees who do not wish to be contacted for
overtime work may sign a waiver to that effect, and this waiver will
release OCRRA from any responsibility to contact these employees in
regard to overtime work. Such waivers shall extend from the date of
the signing of the waiver until revoked in writing by the employee.
F. Overtime work shall be voluntary. However, employees
should be affirITLatively responsive to a request for overtime work
when needed. CC~~; will be judicious in making its determination.
There shall be no discrimination aaainst any emDlovee who declines
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G. During a calendar work week, if an employee has been
off work :vithout compensation, and works on a day other than his/her
regular ~';ork day, up to four (4) hours on 'that day shall be
calculated as make-up time and shall be paid at the employee IS
regular hourly rate of pay; any additional time worked past four (4)
hours shall be paid at one and one-half (1 1/2) times the employee's
regular hourly rate of pay.
H. OCRRA agrees to maintain the list of overtime hours
for eq~alizaticn purposes for one (l) yea~ starti~g at ze~c {Q) each
January 1. New employees will be averaged into their respective
classifications.
ARTICLE 17
Seniority
17 .1 Seniority shall start from the last date of hiring.
Agency-wide seniority will apply to layoff, rehire and bidding on
jobs posted by the Agency and when the Agency assigns or reassigns
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emDlovees ~o fill
consecutive weeks.
a scheduled vacancy of more than t",v0 ( 2 )
17.2 Employees shall be regarded as probationary employees for
a minimum of eight (8) weeks and a maximum of six (6) months of
emplol~ent and shall have no seniority standing until the completion
of the probationary period. If such employees continue in OCRRA's
o,..,...,~l/'""'l'rTV\C:"'''"I'''' :::>rro rhO "'-"Y-/'""'Ir,;::'+-;/'""'Ir"I;::'Y-" ~oY-;/'""'Ir1 rho;y- C'o,
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(a: CC?~~ will determine the nuwber of employees needed i~ each
occupational classification. The employees with greater seniority
"'vill be retained and those not needed will be removed f~om the
occupational classification in order of their seniority.
(b) Employees removed from their occupational classification,
as provided above I will upon request displace lesser seniority
e~ployees working in other occupational classifications providing
that thE~ employee possesses the experience and competence Co perform
:.he work, afte~ being afforded a reasonable opportunity co demon-
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17 .8 E:nplojll',ent shall be terminated and senioritv s:-~all be
broken for any of the following reasons:
(a) if the employee reslgns;
(b) if the employee is discharged for just cause;
(c) if the employee is absent due to lay-off of three (3) years
or longer;
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(d) absence due to physical disability which continues for a
period of one (1) year or more; and
(e) if the employee recalled to work after a lay-off fails to
report, within five (5) workdays from the date of the return
receipt, after being sent a notice to report by registered mail,
return receipt requested, except when failure to report is caused by
con"':!;"~ -- - b --'"",,~r=1 'his/hoY" co, ,t
""'
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17.9 Within thirty (30) days of the execution of this contract,
and each year thereafter, OCRRA shall post a list approved and
initialed as to accuracy by a Union Representative in each depart-
ment sho~ving the bargaining unit seniority as defined in Article 17,
Section 17.1, of each employee covered by this Agreement. Such list
shall also contain the job title and the employee's last day or hire
for seniority purposes. A copy of the list shall be supplied to the
secretary of the Union at the time of its posting.
17.10 Should, within the discretion of the Transrer Director or
Deputy Director, an employee be promoted to another position outside
this bargaining unit, the bargaining unit seniority or said employee
shall be tolled for a period of up to one (1) year, at which time
this bargaining unit seniority shall be terminated. If within the
one (1) year, the employee desires to return to this bargaining
unit, he/she may so return to his/her old job within the unit at any
time and others who have been moved because of his/her vacancy will
like~~ise l:e ret~~:1ed. to their fc~\er positions. This ::-iSh~ t8
return to t!1e emp:l.oyees old bargainir"-g uni t job sha:'l not apply if
the perso:: in-: ol..led was discharged or subj ect to discha:::-qefrom
~is/~er ~~si~i0~ ~~tside the baraaini::a ~nit beca~se 0f ~ust ~ause.
- - - -'providec such discha~se Nas not a-:;e~:::-~led in a hea:::-ing proce~u:::-e.
17.11 If an employee is rehired to a regular full time position
within the unit ",y"ithinsix (6) months after a termination of this
seniority, his/her old seniority ~vill be restored unless the reason
for the break in service was discharge with cause or resignation.
ARTICLE 18
Discipline - Discharge
- OCRRA Work Rules
18.1 It is agreed that the employee covered by this Agreement
shall be governed by the OCRRA Work Rules effective as of the date
of this Agreement I which will be made available to the unit
employees.
18.2 It is agreed that when any employee covered by this
Agreement is disciplined in any manner or discharged in accordance
with the penalties prescribed in the OCRRA Work Rules, the Union
Representative at interest will be notified in writing within one
(1) workday and a grievance may be filed in accordance with Section
19.6 of Article 19, within five (5) working days following the
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issuance of a reprimand or within five (5) working days following
notice of disciplinary time off.
(a) Any grievance pertaining to discharge will be entered at
step three (3) of the Grievance Procedure.
(b) .~y grievance pertaining to penalties that are less severe
~uau discha~se 0u~ more severe thau a writ~en reprimand wi~~ be
entered at step two (2) of the Grievance Procedure.
(c) Any complaint pertaining to a written reprimand will be
en~ered 2~ step one (1) of the Grievance Procedure.
The above procedure shall apply in lieu of Sections 75 and 76
of the Ci.;il Service Law for any employees who would otherHise be
covered bv those Sections.
18.3 Any employee who is called for purposes of investigating
a matter that could lead directly to discipline, may, if he/she so
desires, request the presents of a Union Representative to accompany
him/her during the interview.
18.4 .~~y violation(s) not involving disciplinary time off ~vhich
has (have) occurred more than twelve (12) months prior to a
s Ll:C s e q'",,:, e =---~::. -.r i 0 l a ~ ion \vi 11 1.0 t be con sid ere d w hen ad rcli ~~i s t e r in g
discipline for said subsequent violation.
ARTICLE 19
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19.1 -~," cOl:',plaint or grie...2:-'~ceinitiated by an e:T~8~::::;':ee or
group 0: eTlployees shall be handled in accordance with the Grie',-ance
Procedure see :cr::.h under the provisions of this Arcicle.
19.2 A comD1aint is defined as an eXDressed belief on che Dart
0: the cCDDlainant that the provisions of this Agreement are beina
violated.
19.3 A arie~ance is defined as a disagreement arising as to the
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expressed terms of this Agreement as such disagreement exists and i~;
reduced to writing in accordance with this Article.
19.4 A Grievance form that has been approved by mutual
agreement will be furnished by the Union, a copy of which lS
attached hereto as Appendix "B" and made a part hereof.
19.5 Written grievances may be prepared by the aggrieved party
or his or her designated Union Representative, but in all cases such
grievances must be signed and approved by the Union Representative.
The grievance should clearly set forth the violation claimed.
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19.6 A. The following steps shall constitute the procedure for
the handling of complaints and written grievances:
Step 1 The grievance may be first raised by the Union
Steward, with the grievant, to the grievant's immediate supervisor.
The immediate supervisor shall then attempt to adjust the matter and
shall respond orally or in writing to the Steward within two (2)
.tT~"""'~
"""'_.
...
,.::I_.~....
::::..1 ~ .
Step 2 - A..T'lY grievance unresolved in Step 1 or any grievance
involving a contract interpretation question of general application
(i.e., involving or affecting employees of a number of different
supervisors) may be reduced to writing or may be orally submitted to
the Transfer Director or Deputy Director, as appropriate. The
Transfer Director or Deputy Director shall then attempt to adjust
the matter and shall respond orally or in writing within two (2)
workdays of such submission.
Step 3 - If the grievance remains unresolved after step 2, the
matter to be considered further, must be submitted by the Union to
OCRRA's Executive Director within seven (7) calendar days of the
disposition at Step 2 or the grievance shall be deemed settled based
on the last answer given. Within two working days of such submis-
sion, the Executive Director shall respond orally or in writing.
Step 4 - If the grievance remai~s unresolved then, the Union
way ~ithiu fifte2u (15) caleudar days uf the dispositiou at Step 3,
submi~ the gri2 ,-aTICeIn wri~ing t~ ~he rederal (~IediaticTI a~d
Conciliation Service and/or the Ne~..,~York State Mediation Board
~~~/~~ ~~: ~~o~~~~~
~"""'~~~"""'~r~~~ ~~~~~~~~;~~ ~~~ ~~Q ~Q'O~~~~~ ~~ ~~
-- --- -- ---
arbitra~ar to reso~ve the grievan~e i~ accordance with its r~~es and
regulations. The decision of the arbitrator shall be final and
binding u~on both parties to this contract. The fees and expenses of
the arbitrator shall be shared eq~ally by OCRRA and the Union. If
the parties mutually agree there may be additional meetings in an
effort to resolve any grievance and che failure of either party to
adhere to certain time limits in no ~Nay waives or terminates a
grievance.
B. Limitation on the Arbitrator's Authority
The arbitrator shall have no power to add to, subtract from, or
change any of the provisions of this contract.
c. Processing Grievances During Working Hours
The appropriate Union Steward may investigate and process
grievances during working hours without loss of time or pay. It is
the intent of the parties that this Section shall not result in
unreasonable amounts of time being taken and will be subject to the
operating needs and requirements of OCRRA. .
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D. ~t all steps of the complaint and Grievance Procedure, the
grievant and the Union Representative at interest shall disclose to
OCRRA. Representative a full and detailed statement of the facts
relied upon, the remedy sought! and the provisions of the Agreement
reiied upon. In the same manner, OCRRA I s Representatives shall
disclose all the pertinent facts relied upon by OCRRA in its
proposed settlement of any complaint or grievance! without prejudice
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'tlltnesses .::-,_clllding the aggrieved party (ies) as needed in the
?ar lOU S S ,=eDS of the Grie'J3.!1ce Procedure incl udi!1o arb itrat ion,
~,roci:=icac..:o:-'_ tG s\..:ch '.'litnesses is the responsibility of OCR?,-::' after
reasonable notice by the Union.
19.8 A. The cost of necessav/ employee witnesses and employee
Unio~ Representatives at variolls steps of the Grievance Procedure,
not including arbitration shall be borne by OCRRA. Such compensa-
tion shall be at the employee's regular hourly rate of pay and with
no compensation for mileage or obligation for transportation. The
Unio~ ~vill not be unreasonable in making requests for such employees
to attend grievance hearings,
B. The cost of the emDlovee witnesses at an arbitration
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19 . 9 ~he s e ~ ec t ion 0 r C:-:'2 assig:-'~ment of super~,':l sor~; e;-:,.:=~ ovee~;
is c~::: SG=-e responsibility 2: CCR~_ a:-,.d shall not be :he S'-.l;:j ec~ at
a complaiL'= or grievance.
19.10 QllriLc che life 0: this ~creement, basic wage races, the
:-:~r:-:'.2.2. '",'::;r}.: ~2.J' 3.n~ :;'::;~,2.2. ,..,'Gr}.: Tee~<~, 2.re n~+:' ~,2.+:'+:'ers +:.~ :.;e ~e2.2.:~
~vith as complaints or grievances and are not subject to arbitration,
19.11 A. new employee shall not b2 considered a regular employee
but shall be considered a probationary employee, which shall be for
a period of not less than eight (8) ~veeks nor more than twenty-six
(26) ','leeks,a~ the sole discretion of OCRR.~, Such employee, during
said probationary period! may be discharged or laid off at any time
with or without cause and shall not be subject to the Grievance
Procedure including arbitration. A probationary appointment by OCRRA
shall be subject to Section 4.5 of the Rules for the Classified
Service, which include in subdivision (3) thereof, a provision that
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a probationary appointment shall become permanent upon completion of
the minimum eight (8) week period, unless said probationary term is
continued for the maximum twenty-six (26) weeks.
19012 The International or Business Representative of the Union
shall be granted access to OCRRA's plant during work hours. He/she
shall notify OCRRA before each visit and such visit shall not
in te!:'f e!:'e ~.Jith T;.lo!:'k o!:' nO!:'!nal p!:'oc.'.lC t ion. OCP.P3t ~.,i11 !:oat: i!!'.pose
regulations which will exclude the Representative from the plant,
nor render ineffective the intent of this provision. He/she may be
accompanied by the Local Bargaining Unit Steward.
ARTICLE 20
Work Force Changes
2001 Promotion
A. The term promotion as used in this section means the moving
up in classification of an employee to a higher paying position.
B. When there is a job opening making it necessary to hire a
new employee, the job will be posted on bulletin boards at locations
agreed upon by the parties stating the job classification, rate of
pay, and the nature of the job requirements in order to qualify.
Such posting shall be for a period of not less than ten (10)
~..'o!:'kdays,except ','ihe!:'e ape!:'ati!:.g co::.di tia!:.s !:'equi!:'e OC:R.P_~ t:o fill
~~e j~~ i~~ec~a~ely w~eil ~~e j~~ is excepted fra~ t~e ~8~~al ~~~ding
procedures. OCR~~ will attempt to fill the job excepted from the
biddinc 'C!:'ocedu!:'e from the emolovees wi thin the uni t bv aivina
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to those ~ho may be interested and such Steward shall report back to
the Transfer Director or Deputy Director within twenty-four (24)
hours a=ter being notified. If no c::.ewithin the unit is interested
in the job, OCR~~ may hire from any source. The employee with the
greates~ seniority bidding for the job will be assigned to that job,
provided he/she is capable of efficiencly performing che job with no
more than fifteen (15) workdays of training. Any person who is
assigned to a job as a result of job posting will not be eligible to
bid on another job for a period of twelve (12) months. If a person
so assigned proves incapable of efficiently performing on the job
satisfactorily, he/she will be returned to his/her former job and
his/her disqualification will in no way affect his/her seniority of
job assignment, except that he/she will not be eligible to bid again
for that job until or unless he/she becomes qualified by training
for that job. The foregoing procedure will also apply to the filling
of secondary vacancies.
Co During this period, employees who wish to apply for the job
opportunity may do so by making such application in writing and
submitting it to the Transfer Director or Deputy Director. It is
understood that such application may be made by an employee for a
27
job which is higher rated, equally rated, or lower rated jobs if
necessit.ated by the physical condition of the applicant, than
his/her present position.
D. Within ten (10) days after the filling of a job, OCRRA
shall hotify the Union Secretary in writing of all employees who
made application for the job and the name of the individual, if any,
~~o has tee~ a~a~~ed the ~ob.
E. In the e7ent that after posting under Drovisions of this
Seccior: a ]o:C opening for '.vl1lch tlmely bids ~.vererecei"yred, OCRR.2\.
later dete~.i~es that the ope~i~g will ~ot be filledl the follo~lina
p~i~cip~es s~al: apply:
1) ~~ithin thirty (30) days aft.er completion of postingl OCRR.~
will notify the Union of its decision not to fill the opening.
2) The list of employees who submitted timely bids for such
posted job openings will remain in effect for a period of three (3)
months from the date the job opening was first posted. If within
that three (3) month period OCRRA decides that it will fill such job
opening it will apply in accordance with the terms of this Section,
the original list of employees who bid the job instead of reposting
the opening.
3 ) ~:: I:JC?~?,-~ ::1ecides to fill S0.C:~ original posted job opening
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c. _~lY employee assigned to a temporary job opening or filling
a vacancy in a higher qual ification, shall be paid the wage rate
established for that job, or if a lower classification, his/her own
wage rate, whichever is higher.
20 .3 Demotions
A. The term demotion mean assignment of an employee to a lower
paying position.
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B. In any case involving demotion, the employee involved shall
have the right to elect which alternative he/she will take, demotion
or layoff.
C. An employee who is relegated back to his/her previous job
from a higher classification to which he/she was provisionally
appointed because of his/her inability to prove to OCRRA that he/she
was able to fulfill the standards cf t~e job or pass a Civil Ser;ice
examination required for permanent appointment to that job or who
voluntarily relinquishes such job shall not be considered as
demoted. ~'lhen the employee is relegated to his/her previous
position, he/she shall receive the job rate for that position.
D. When an employee is reclassified to a job with a lesser
rate of pay for reasons other than misconduct, disciplinary action
or failure to qualify for a position obtained by job bidding, the
employee will be paid 50% of the difference between the reclassified
rate and the rate prior to reclassification for a maximum period of
six (6) months.
20.4 Competitive Civil Service Jobs
A. Whenever a permanent job opening occurs within the bargain-
ing unit and the job is within the scope of the competitive Civil
Service, then the normal procedures provided by the Rules and
Regulations of the Civil Service Law shall prevail, including those
provisions as to probationary period. The Agency shall ~ake it's
selection from among the three highest scores on the eligibility
list. If the three highest scores on the eligibility list are all
b~!:"S~2.~i.!:~ ,,~.,- ~:::pl~y:es: t~~ _z:._=:~:~- s~~ll s:lect the ;::ost se!lio!:"
~~~S~~~~~S ~~~~ e~plcyee.
B. OCRRA agrees to continue pro-.riding approved time orf with
pay for permanent employees taking open competitive or promotional
examinations for positions under tr:e jurisdiction of the Civil
Service Commission, and to provisional employees taking examinations
for the position in which they a~e serving provisionally.
20.5 Transfers
.~~y employee desiri~g to tra~sfe~ to a~other locatic~ C~ wc~k
shift, shall submit an application in writing to his/her immediate
supervisor stating the reason for such request.
20.6 Temporary Help
The maximum period for a temporary employee will be sixteen,
(16) weeks, unless he/she is replacing an absent regular employee.
In the event that the temporary employee is replacing a regular
employee, then the sixteen (16) week limitation wil.lbe automati-
cally extended until such time that the absent regular employee
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returns to work or terminates, at which time the temporary employee
will be released or hired as a regular employee.
ARTICLE 21
Joint Standing and Safety Committee
CCR~~ a~~ t~e V~i~~ s~a~l eac~ ~esig~ate t~~ee (3) Re~~2se~-
~a~ives ~o fo~~ a JOilit Stalidilig a~C Safe~y CG~~i~~e~. ~~~ ~Giut
Standing and Safety Committee shall meet no less frequently than
ouce a month at a time mutually cOlivenien~ to both Da~ties. The
DU~Dose of the Joint Standing and Safetv Committee will be to
discuss a~d c8~side~ matters of mutual concern.
ARTICLE 22
Strikes and Lockout
22.1 No lockout of employees shall be instituted bv OCRRA
during the term of the Agreement.
22 .2 The Union agrees that it T,villnot cause, autho~i ze or
sanction, nor permit its members to cause or take part in, any sit-
down, stay-in or slowdown or any strike or work stoppage of any of
OCRR-'\' s operac.ions or any curcailment:. or work or resc~ict:.ion or
i~te~fe~e~ce ~vit~ operations or any ~icketing of OCR~~'s pre~ises
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ARTICLE 23
Disabled Emplovees
It:. is rec8gnized that certain e~ployees on a peI~anent or long-
term basis, T,villbecome unable because of disability, to perform all
elements of their own job. In handling such cases OCRR.~ shall makE:
~e2s~~2bl~ eff~~~s ~~ pl~ce s~ch ~~pl~yees i~ S0~e ~~her ~xisci~g
ba~gai~i~g u~it jcb, whethe~ full O~ less than full time, and upon
such conditions and terms that the parties nay mutually agree, which
they are able to perform rather than terminate such an employee. An
employee so placed shall receive the rate of pay applicable to the
job in which he/she is placed. It is understood that this subpara-
graph shall not be subject to the arbitration provisions of this
Agreement.
ARTICLE 24
Special Allowances
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l2401 Ao Employees covered by this Agreement and who require
such outfitting shall be furnished rainwear, protective clothing,
gloves and protective devices by OCRRA as now provided. Employees
who require cold weather clothing (insulated coveralls) will be
provided two sets. If a set is damaged, it will be the employee's
responsibility to turn in a damaged set before a replacement set is
issued.
B. Employees covered by this Agreement shall be weekly
furnished by OCRRA with laundered uniforms and coveralls up to one
(l) u~iform ~hange per day based on each employee's job
responsibilities at no cost to the employees as now provided.
c. OCRRA shall provide an annual allowance of $80.00 to
all employees, except the following: weigh-master and driver-
messenger, which allowance shall be used by the employee for the
purchase of safety shoes to be used in performing his/her duties for
OCRRA. It shall be mandatory for employees to whom the allowance is
paid to wear the safety shoes at work.
D. OCRRA will provide for prescription eyeglasses and
examination under the POMCO Family Vision Plan in accordance with
the provisions of Article 25. An allowance of up to seventeen
($17.00) dollars will be provided for non-prescription sun glasses
to drivers only who do not require prescription eye glasses. All the
above shall be OSHA approved safety glasses. OCR~~ shall provide
nonprescription safety glasses to all employees and it shall be
mandatorY for emDlovees to wear them durina work hours. An emDloyee
- - - - - -
may receive sunglasses only once in any two year period, which shall
be computed from the" date the emDlovee last received sunalasses,
Davmenc for which was made in whole or in Dare DV OCRK~. -
- - - -
E. OCRR-Zl_shall :r-eplaceI at no extra expense to the
employee, an employee's safety glasses, when the safety feature of
the glasses has been eliminated. HONever, when an employee loses
his/her safety glasses or damages them to a degree as to render them
unsafe, and it is found to be so rendered through the employee's
carelessness, negligence or misuse, it shall be the employee IS
responsibility to pay for the replacement of the safety glasses.
F. It shall be mandatory for any employee provided with
any item of clothing or equipment issued for safety reasons to wear
or use them.
2402 All employees covered by this Agreement who are required
to furnish their own tools, as specifically designated on the list
attached as Appendix "C" and made a part hereof, to substantially
perform the duties of their job shall be paid a tool allowance of
One Hundred Sixty-five ($165.00) dollars per year. This allowance
will be paid quarterly starting on the date of the ratification of
this agreement.
2403 OCRRA agrees that in the event of a burglary or fire
occurring on any of its premises or in. an OCRRA vehicle, which
31
l a q h
-
Employee contributes s~ of Health Insurance Premium
1997
-
Employee contributes 10% of Health Insurance Premium at 1996
base rate
1998 - Employee contributes 15% of Health Insurance Premium at 1996
base rate
1999
-
Employee contributes 20% of Health Insurance Premium at 1996
base rate
involves the loss of a mechanic employee's tools, when those tools
are deemed to be in the care of OCRRA, OCRRA will replace those
tools provided the mechanic employee has on file with OCRRA a
current (within six (6) months of the date of the loss) itemized
listing of those tools. Any claim for loss of tools hereunder must
be in writing, notarized and made by the employee to OCRRA not later
than seventy-two (72) hours after such alleged loss.
24.4 C'c:?'-~'-~_ ..,.~ll ::2~.~2::sa~e 2..=--. 2::-.i=~::~1:22 d::--=--~"'2::- :..::t? ~::: $:28.88
for the loss of that driver's CB radio as a result of a fire or if
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be registered ~vich the Transfer Director (including a photo) and the
loss must first be reported to the a~propriate police agency.
24.5 .~use of materials supplied under this Article may result
in t~e employee being denied said macerials.
24.6 A. All employees who use their personal vehicle for OCR~~
busi~ess shall be allotted thirty-one ($.31) cents per mile or at a
rate adopted by the Agency based upon changes in IRS regulations.
B. Employees who use their personal vehicles will not be
required to carry oil, fuel, grease, parts, etc., or any tool other
than the hand variety.
24. 7 T~pO~ :=::e requesc of an ef:'.p~cyee,OCR:9_::" "dill make prD"/ision
fer him/her to ha-:e a chest x-ray: hepatitis vaccine and/er tetanus
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ARTICLE 25
Health Insu::-ance
o C?~ R_='" a 9 r e est 0 p r ov ide In d i
.v.i C.'.1a land Fa mil y He ale h,D e n tal
ana Visio~ co~erage for employee participants under ~he O~cndaga
County Employee 3enefit Agreemenc (OCEBA) as administered by POMCO.
Employees shal~ contribuce accordin~ to the following sc~ed~le:
Disability Insurance shall be continued in accordance with Drior
custom and practice.
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ARTICLE 26
Dental Insurance
OCRRA shall provide and agree to absorb its agreed upon share
of the cost of individual employee and family dental insurance under
the Onondaga County Dental Assistance Plan as administered by POMCO
prorated in the same manner as the Health Insurance in Article 25.
ARTICLE 27
Retirement
OCRRA agrees to continue the provisions of Section 75(g),
Section 41(j), Section 60(B) (applicable only to first tier
employees), as well as add Section 41 (k) (World War II Veteran
Service Credit), of the New York State Retirement and Social
Security Law for all eligible employees covered by this Agreement.
ARTICLE 28
General provisions
28.1 Pledge against Discrimination and Coercion
A. The provisions of this Agreement shall be applied
equally to all employees in the bargaining unit without discrimina-
tion as to age, sex, marital status, race, color, creed, national
origin, or political affiliation.
B. J~_llreferences co che employees in r-n; ~ _~g:::-eemenc
designate both sexes, and wherever the male gender is used, it shall
be constr~ed to include both male and female employees.
C. OCRRA shall not discriminate against, coerce or
interfere with a Union Officer, Steward or member, because of that
individual's lawful activity on behalf of the Union.
D. The Union recognizes its responsibility as the sole
and exclusive Representative of this bargaining unit and agrees to
represent all employees in the bargaining unit without discrimina-
tion, interference, restraint, or coercion.
28.2 Notification of New Employees
OCRRA agrees to submit two (2) copies to the Secretary of the
Union on a monthly basis, a list of new employees hired who are
covered by the terms of this Agreement, together with the job
classification, hourly wage rate, and home address of each new hire.
28.3 Information to Employees
A. OCRRA shall make available one (1) copy of this
Agreement in handbook form for each present employee in the
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bargaining unit and for each new employee in the unit at the time of
hire. The cost of this printing will be divided evenly between OCRRA
and the Union with the parties mutually agreeing on the quantity
needed.
':'1ill ~
c; t:
B. OCRRA shall make available to newly hired employees
of information concerning the Union. These packets, which
supplied by the Union, will be explanatory in nature and
r'"nr-:::I;n :::In,r r'"nr--r"..rQV"Q;:::I1 1""'1,,1; r-; 0:::11 r"'\V" ~Q-rr'\""":::Ir-, ,...,'"" ~~~~1
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,
1::"' '-'- ;:j--'-'-.1 , ::::: ;:;,
packets
will be
or material.
28.4 Notification to Union
OCRRA agrees to notify the Union, as soon as possible, but
in no event later than the introduction of legislation in the
Assembly and Senate of the State of New York effectuating same, of
the creation of any entity for the functional takeover of the
responsibilities of OCRRA. OCRRA further agrees that it will utilize
its best efforts to have any such entity created continue the
employment of bargaining unit employees under the terms and
conditions of employment contained in the current Collective
Bargaining Agreement if such functional takeover occurs.
ARTICLE 29
Savinqs Clause
Should any Article, Section or other portion thereof, of this
Agreenenc be dece~,ined co be un:l.ar,v"fu::;"and;'or L~.enforceab::;"e by a
:::::::: :.r:. c: C::=::-.;e-=:e:-:.-=: ~'-lri:::dic,=ic::, t~_e 1...:.:-:.e:-:.force2::~ili,=.., 5:--.="2.2.
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ARTICLE 30
Ratification of Agreement
It is understood between the parties that no provision
contained within this Agreement is binding upon either parcy until
this Agreement has been reduced to writing, ratified by the Union
and duly approved and ratified by the Board of OCR~~ and executed
pursuant to such Board authorization by the Executive Director of
OCRRF. .
ARTICLE 31
Termination and Modification
This Agreement shall be effective retroactively from January 1,
1996, through December 31, 1999. It shall be automatically renewed
from year-to-year thereafter, unless either party shall notify the
other in writing at least one hundred twenty (120) days prior to the
termination date that it desires to modify this Agreement. In the
event that such notification is given, negotiations shall begin not
34
later than ninety (90) days prior to the termination date; this
Agreement shall remain fully in force and effect during the period
of negotiations and until notice of termination of this Agreement is
provided the other party in the manner set forth in the following
paragraph.
In the event that either party desires to terminate this
Agreement, written notice must be given to the other party, not less
than teTI (10) days prior to the desired termination date, which
shall not be before the anniversary date set forth in the preceding
paragraph. .
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ARTICLE 32
Taylor Law
IT IS AGREED BY AND BETWEEN THE PARTIES, THAT ANY PROVISION OF
THIS AGREEMENT REQUIRING LEGISLATIVE ACTION TO PROMOTE ITS IMPLEMEN-
TATION BY AMENDMENT OR LAW OR BY PROVIDING THE ADDITIONAL FUNDS,
THEREFOR, SHALL NOT BECOME EFFECTIVE UNTIL THE APPROPRIATE LEGISLA-
TIVE BODY HAS GIVEN APPROVAL.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have set forth
their ~ands and seals this ~~- day of March, 19.2..6., 'll2.th the
understanding that the Agreement shall have an effective date and be
retroactive to January 1, 1996.
INTERNATIONAL UNION OF
OPERATING ENGINEERS
LOCAL 545, AFL-CIO
By 7~ a~~L a l~-L-
I Frank A. Ives
ONONDAGA COUNTY RESOURCE
RECOVERY AGENCY
Bvd~ AA
..
A. T. Rhoads
"'----
Executi~e Director
APPROVED AS
TQ l..EGAL
.
FO~_M ,-; I
i vi~f> I~-1{ -- II.?.
nitials I Date
I~~
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Grade
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
EXHIBIT "1"
Job Classification in Each Grade
Laborer II
r.101
Automotive Mechanic Helper, Maintenance Helper, Driver/
Messenger, Weighmaster, Stock Clerk
MO II Automotive Mechanic
MEO II
MEO III Tire Service Mechanic
Maintenance Mechanic, Automotive Mechanic Diesel
Plant Operator, Maintenance Mechanic Crew Leader, Automo-
tive Mechanic Crew Leader
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EXHIBIT "2", Page 1
ABSENCE CONTROL POLICY
The substantial number of call in sick day absences continues to
have an adverse effect on operations and personell. Circumstances
indicate that there may be abuses
°
=~ crd~r to \~) v~rify the record ~2) evaluate the situation, and(3) imDlement a policy, the following procedure will hereafter
~
".
~"a :
- CDorJ. recurn to "work rrOITl a call- in sicK absence! che
employee will file a sick leave request for such time, for
the record.
2 - The request will include either (1)
explanation of his/her illness, or (2)
medical attention, or (3) a copy of a
medication, as required.
the employee's
verification of
prescription for
3 - Advance request for sick day will include the health
related purpose, with verification when available, such as doctor's
aDPointment notice.
-
S~bstit~tion of one type of leave for anocher ~~~~~ no~ be
autr~orized .
~~e ~o~=~:~" sick day you earn is noc i~~ended to be jusc a~ocher day
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self/herse:f as ~ell as reflect favorably on the entire ~ork force.
.2.:S0, ~:c :. are ll::"::edto act respo:1si:C2-y in the use~f si::::::-,::
=~~"S in
2rder r-'-'~~:2=-:j ;:;eing placed 1 n ~::-::::::nerilly establ is!'_ec .:'~se:1tee
Control ?rogram explained below.
Before being placed in the P~sentee Control Program, five 151 single
sick day reauests will be honored without verification. The sixth
(6) 'JYl~.~erifledrequest rllithin a t','Y°elve(12) month pericd "/Jill
a~to~atically place you in the program.
This sixth occurrence will result in the issuance of a warning which
is 11Step One 11 of the Absentee Control Program. The remaining
provisions are:
Step 2 - Discipline: Day(s) taken off to be non-paid unexcused
absence.
Step 3 - Discipline: Step 2 above, plus one (1) additional
day off without pay.
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Step 4 - Discipline: Step 2 above, plus three (3) additional
days off without pay.
Step 5 - Discipline: Employee subject to discharge.
If during a three (3) month period of active payroll status, no
infraction occurs, you will return to the last prior step. However,
five (5) such occurrences in any twelve (12) month period will
subject you to discharge.
ABSENTEE CONTROL PROGRAM
Employee Date
This memorandum confirms your non-verified sick day usage on
. It places you in the
Absentee Control Program at the step circled:
Step 1 - Written warning. (this document) .
SteD 2 - Discioline: Day(s) taken off to be non-oaid unexcused
abse!2ce.
SteD 3 - Discipline: SteD two (2) above, plus one (1)
ticna! dav off ~ithout pay. addi-
Step 4 - Discipline: Step two (2) above, plus three (3)
additional days off without pay.
Step 5 - Employee Subject to discharge.
If during a three (3) month period of active payroll status, no
infraction occurs, you will return to the last prior step. However,
five (5) such occurrences in any twelve (12) month period will
subiect yOU to discharqe.
- - -
Your regular attendance is important in this operation. Your
cooperation is necessary to prevent further disciplinary action and
to maintain your status with this Agency.
Raymond Fritzen
Director of
Transfer Operations
/gb
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() l)S I ')()() I () () () I ()()7 19 ()7 1()() ~1()()S 1()c)9 1999
\Vage \VaL'l' \V;tgl~ \Vage \Vage Wa~e \Va~l' \Vage Wage. ,
C,ra(k Rille 111l'Ie; I ~,l. IClle Il1crease Rate Increase RatL' Il1crease Rate
-
Laborer II I ~() S ( ) t () ,I()
~---~-
NI0 I 4 S I0; S ~().1()
Automotive ~/echm/lc lIe/per S i)IOSS t () .1()
~failltell([llce Helper
Dr ive r/~f esse J1ger
Stock Clerk
Weighmaster
MO II () $11 ()-t 1; () .I()
Autoll1o//\'e k/echw/lc
ill 0 I
Maintenance Worker I
illO II 7 t 12 1S t () .1()
Heavy Equipment 1\1echanic
MEO III 8 ~12.72 $ ().j()
Tire Service Mechanic
Automotive Mechanic (Diesel) () $]3.~t5 $ () -j( )
Auto Mechanic Crew Leader II 1;] S.3~ S () .j()
Plant Operator
-
); OA8 $IO~n $ 0 ';0 $1/ ~) $ 0.52 $11.85
I ); () 48 $11.29 $ 0 50 $IIP) $ 0.52 $12.3 1
I 1; 04~ $11.79 $ 050 $1221) $ 0.52 $12.81
) S 048 $12.58 $ 050 $13.08 $ 0.52 $13.60
1; 048 $ 13 ,()9 $ 0 50 $1.1 51) $ 0.52 $14.11
$ 048 $13.66 $ 0.50 $14.1 () $ 0.52 $14.68
$ 048 $1439 $ 0.50 $14.8lJ $ 0.52 $15.41
I 1; 048 $1612 $ 0 50 $168~ $ 0.52 $17.34
..- L-
Descri ptiol1
1996 Wag~ incrcLlsc
-
A!I h()l1ls pLlid Idll);lt:ll\C II) .I;lllll.ll\ I, I ')')()
$1 (J S
$ I(J ~~
$1 I. )
$ I:? 1(
$12 () I
$13 IX
\~11 () I
$1 s 8.
/Ill/,,/;:(.t! / ),'SCl"ljJ{/(}I/S urt' jJ(}si{lOlls I/O /ollgt'l (ill 11il' ./gt'I/(T Civil Service }(os{a
OCRRA wiJl instjtute an inct:ntiw plan f()t' \~kV\;1\ positi()lh ;(\ (iIv Il:\ ('I cd (:&1) Ikcl )\'CI\ ()p~r;)tlun (;()nsisti()~ of th~ si\ hlH)I!;! s, lIJlC l)ad;~1111 man. onc bob<;at
operatm, on~ compur.:tor opt;rator. Ollt: load~T opcralur and uw: C:..C\lVU((.'!lIi":i',d()r. Ih:v \\ill\Jurtic;iDutt: in a ft:covcrY 1n(;t.'Iltive pnn~raJIlIII1Jer wluc.:h the workers will
~harein lh~ income rcccivcd iI-omincrca:;L1I~the pcnxntu ~e or 111(\t~rl,tis Il~CI\'CIed 11I1I11the ~()n:;truction and demolition debris \VJ;)lcstrealll dcposited at that Facility.
Under the terms of this incentive program, for eaeh t()IJ01 material rcco\"cl cd that IS ill VXC':S:iof the present 42% recovery rate, the A~ency wIll put $10.00 into an
incentive pool which wi11 be shared $etni~annnally arnun~ th\: dc\'ell wUlh:t ; based \ III the IlllIJlhcr of hours worked by each worker ()vcr Ik total hours worked at that
facility during the t1m~ periud when the !!1:lkrin! \\'d~ 11f(h.:,>sscd
C "\\'I'D()CS,,\CikLE~IIS 'i(,l'~H .~;1.\11' ,\
:~ APPENDIX "B"
GRIEVANCE FROM:
INTERNATIONAL UNION OF OPERATING ENGINEERS
AFL - CIO
LOCAL 545
Date
Name of Member:
Steward:
Nature of Grievance:
Remedv and/or Resolution Souaht:
Sianature of Member
Signature of Union
Representative
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APPENDIX "B" Continued
OFFICIAL GRIEVANCE FORM
Page 2
? ~ ~E:l71.ar~ ! s "::"Es..,.,;er:
Signature of Foreman
Date
Execut~ve Director's Answer at Step 3:
Sic~a~ure of Execccive 0i~ec~or
Dat.e
Union's Nocice t.oAdvance to C::t-OrJ .1.
-.
Signature of Union
Representative
Date
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~APPENDIX "C"
Tools Required to be Furnished:
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
1n
1. Wrenches (socket, box and open end) up to 1 1/8";
2. Screwdrivers;
3. Pliers;
Adjustable wrenches up to 10";
Punches;
Cold Chisels;
Allen Wrenches;
Hack Saw;
Hammers; and
Box ~vith lock.
",.43
APPENDIX liD"
Changes in Hauling to Different Landfill
or to Out-af-State Landfill
OCRR~ agrees to meet and negotiate in the best interest of both
OCRRA and the employees any change in hauling procedures that
~equi~e d~ivers co go out-of-state or work unusual hours.
C:\WPDOCS\AGREEMES.96\UNIC~CS2.EX~ 44
10.
11.
12.
13.
APPENDIX "E"
OCRRA WORK RULES
RULE VIOLATION:
NO.
1. Unauthorized absence or frequent lateness without reasonable cause.
') Repeated loitering, \vasting time, quitting early, exceeding luncheon period, or
exceeding break period; unauthorized leaving or job during paid work time or leaving
work during work time without a pass.
....
-'. Violating or disregarding Agency safety and health rules and common safety practices
as set forth in Appendix H. .
4. Distracting or interfering with other employees or supervisors.
5. Unauthorized operating of Agency machines, tools, or equipment or tampering with
same.
6. SOliciti;1g: distributing, or circulating litcrarure: \vithout prior \vrirren consent CI the
Deuu~'; Dir~c~vr.
. . Pos:i..-:g or i~::lC~:~:g notices 2nd sig!lS of ~y cescription on Agency p:-ope~; ~,:;iuloUl:
DrlO:- \~'!1!1e!'l~J~::-oV2.1of the A£e~(:~:.
...
- .
8. Inferior \vor~,: brea..1Gngof tools or equipment or wasting materials or supplies.
9. Failure to sign aDd/or punch in and out: a) at the beginning and end of the work
period; b) at lUIlch time; c) when leaving the \vork area on personal business.
AbUS02:. tampering with, defacing or unau!.b.on7ed destruction of Agency properry or
records.
Using profane or abusive language in an insulring manner toward fello\v employees or
making false or malicious statements concerning any employee, the Agency or its
processes.
Insubordination, disregarding instructions or refusing to do job assignments given by
the employee's designated immediate superior.
Sleeping or wasting time during paid working hours.
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.;:"""'11
-
,
"'23.
1 1
1
"-1' . Tr,~c:::::e:~ing. irHLInid~ting. coercing or fig:htin2 with fellow employees or sucenlsors
on .-\ge~cy property at any time.
15. Intentional falsification of personnel records or other Agency records.
16. Imectionally riI1ging the time c~rd of another emDlovee. havin2 time card pu=.ched by
. .
2.:-: 2' :...::~:: ~:::-1 p 1 C, ~~e ~ .
.:::;=-~~2~-::: :.;::.:~~:=2:-.:S,~!-.:~s "vu-.c:~ L.:~d.:1Dic:sciiced medicines), I'1'.alij123~3. :1l'.":.0 r
ccc.:rc lkd subst2=:ces iI1to or CO~U8~T}g. 1..25L-:g.or sellii'1g S3.J.lic:Ou A.?e1..c~; prc'~e=-lY.
,-='=-2e~-:g u:-'.de:- L~e Lilluence of allY of L~e f'~regoiTlg while at \\'ork.
1~ L =2 L~"-:C=-izec ::::tefiT1g or mu ti~:Hi?:g ::: tLr:-le :zc: ror the purpose 0 f cef:-aucirlg L.~;;
A2er.cv.
19. Theft of persoml or Agency property.
20. FJJUL~ to report La \\'ork \vitbout notifying u~e Gl1medi~te supervIsor one hour before
aLc.Lor a:-ter stJ.ning time.
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fa::Lfe: [\.) rC::;01: a change of address, phor.~ r1u=:1ber or nJJ11e wiL~iI1 a re2sor.Jb:~
lenglh of t~Ilie to Gle Agency Business Office: acc/or Agency Personr.e: A:de.
FJ:lcre: to provide a doctor's cenificate upon re~uest by supervisor or aUtf.Jrized
rerso:lne 1 fo r: a) absences of more than :3 COIlSecu ti ve work days: b) fo r sic:, leave
taken Lllmediate!y preceding or following v2cation days or holidJYs; c) as r~quired by
specific L1bor Agreement; d) when requested by the department head (i. e., mJ.tenlity
leJ.ve, worker's compens~tion).
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38.
39.
40.
41
42.
43.
*
29. Conducting personal business during working hours, using Agency property, materials
or equipment for personal business.
30. Transp0 I1ing, picking up or delivering unauthorized passengers or use of ..~gency
vehicles for personal business.
31. Representation of personal views as those of the Agency.
,
~..:.... ~egligen(;e! carelessness or \villful actS which result in damage, waste! scrap of
materials or parts to Agency property or the property of another employee or citizen
while on durv.
33. Unauthorized use and/or removal of Agency property, records or any other materials
from Agency premises, or tampering with same.
34. Unauthorized possession of fIrearms, weapons or explosives on persons and/or on
Agency premises or vehicles.
35. Conviction of a crime or engaging in unlawful or improper conduct which: a)
the employee!s ability to perform the job or report to work; b) results in the
reluctance or refusal of other employees La work with him or her; c) hanns the
A Q"e!lc\"!s reDllt2tion or the Dublic trust.
-
.,..
.Ii.
affects
36. Inabili~: ~() £er along: with fellow eillDlo'.,:ees 'w'[1jch adversely affectS operarional
-" - - ... ..
.....effi: i=r:c~:.
37. Imr oral (;onducr or indecencv.
Viol2.tion of .-\gency Sexual Harassment Policy and guidelines (AppendLx D).
Violation of A2:encv Code of Ethics set fonn in Section 3 of Emplovee Handbook.
-
..
.. ..
Violation of Agency Safety Policy and guidelines (AppendLx H).
Violation of Agency Computer Securiry Policy and guidelines (Appendix F).
Violation of Agency Distributed Computing Policy and guidelines (Appendix E).
Violation of Agency Alcohol and Substance Abuse Policy and guidelines
(Appendix G).
Penalty as specified in addition to loss of salary during time of unauthorized leave.
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The followLnq Drocedure is instituted in applying disciplinary acuon for Aqencv \Vork Rule
infractions :
(1)
(2)
(3)
,-,," .:
.~..".-
-
.-"',..11" ".;.\.<":: h.
__
.:..' .:--
For a first violation of the Agency Work Rule, an
employee will either be disciplined by being verbally
apprised and admonished for infringement of generally
accepLaoie conduct, whether by commission or omission
of an act or bv a..nv action or inaction. deemed
ceLli.171Cnr.11to tlie \~;elfare of the :\srellcv aLc:,or iLS
e8~ :cyees. or for more serious ch2Iges, be 5~spe:-:.cec
\.,:iL';.outpay' or be discharged, dependLT"J.gupon the
seliolisness of u'1e charge.
Upon the second instance of violation of ger.erally
accept.1ble conduct, the employee will either be iss'Jed a
written statement of particulars with appropriate
discipline, be suspended without payor be disch2rged.
de;::ending upoa tte seriousness of the charge"
Ucon GIC u~irj L.LStJ.nce of violation. \VhalCVCt lh~ ~arure,
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